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Welcome
Regular readers of the Anthropolitan may recall that I

On the funding front, some of the major highlights have

was tasked with covering for Susanne Kuechler as Head of

included an additional three ERC (European Research Council)

Department for the year, to allow her to regain, albeit briefly, some

grants—to Lucia Michelutti, Marc Brightman, and Ammara

academic breathing space. It has certainly been an interesting

Maqsood—bringing our Departmental total for those lucrative

year for me.

long-term awards to 10; as well as a further 3-year British

Among the many significant events that took place, one of
the most memorable must have been the UCU (University and

University Award to Susie Kilshaw. Meanwhile, Andrea Migliano

College Union) strikes against pension cuts in February and

was awarded the highly prestigious Philip Leverhulme Prize for

March. I will keep many vivid memories from that time, not least

her research on the evolution of human adaptation; and, in further

of the strong sense of common purpose shared among staff and

recognition of the excellent work being done by the Department,

students, and the determination to work together to fight for the

we were exceptionally successful in this year’s promotion

future of higher education. For a brief account and some pictures,

round, with two promotions to Senior Teaching Fellow, three to

see Joseph Cook’s contribution on page 23; and let us hope for

Associate Professor, and five to Professor.

success.
Against this backdrop, we have had another very good

We would of course not be the Department we are without
the initiative and success of our students, with just a few

year. On the staffing front, having had to say goodbye to María

examples of recent highlights including BSc students Antonia

Martinón-Torres, who left for Spain to become the director of

Lee and Margot Dahinden featuring on BBC Radio 4’s recording

the National Centre for Human Evolution Research (CENIEH)

of this year’s Reith Lectures; Paul Zhou, one of our 2017 MA

in Burgos, and Martin O’Connor, who after many years of

Ethnographic & Documentary Film graduates, winning this

threatening to do so has now returned to The North, we

year’s Student Award at the 2018 One World Media Awards;

were delighted to welcome our new Palaeoanthropologist,

and PhD student Ella Al-Shamahi presenting the TV series

Aida Gómez-Robles, and Departmental Administrator, Rikke

‘Neanderthals: Meet Your Ancestors’ on BBC 2. At a local level,

Osterlund, to the Department. We also secured several new

our students continue actively to work with staff to help shape

permanent posts to which we are very happy to welcome

our curriculum and improve our teaching and training provisions

Kimberly Chong and Ammara Maqsood (both Social

from Undergraduate through to Postgraduate Research levels,

Anthropology), Aaron Parkhurst (Medical Anthropology), Deniz

with a number of successful initiatives funded through UCL’s

Salali (Biological Anthropology), and Antonia Walford (Material

Changemakers programme. For an example, see the article by

Culture). Finally, we were equally delighted to welcome Cornelia

Rosalie Allain, Tess Altman and Pauline Destrée on pp 38/39. I

Sorabji, who has joined us to run our new MA in Public

think of this readiness of staff and students to work together as

Diplomacy and Global Communications. A momentous staff-

one of our major assets and I have no doubt that it is in good

related event has been to have to bid farewell to Chris Hagisavva,

part responsible for us having achieved the highest NSS student

our IT technician of more than 20 years. A Department without

satisfaction score of any UCL department this year. We also had

Chris is for many of us inconceivable, yet we will have to come

a pretty good party to round up Term 2.

to terms with it and can only thank him profusely for the years of

As Susanne returns, the most rewarding aspect of the year

dedication, friendship and good humour (and the single malts),

for me has been the extent to which it has allowed me to gain a

and hope that he will drop by regularly to visit. We will now look

much broader appreciation of the exceptional staff and students

to consolidate the department at its current size, not for having

that make our Department. So thanks to all for the support; and

reached the limits of our potential—far from it—but for having

to our alumni and other readers, make sure to keep in touch, and

literally run out of space.

we hope to see you at one of our many upcoming events.

Christophe Soligo
Head of Department

Photo courtesy of Lewis Daly
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Academy Fellowship to Deniz Salali and a 5-year Wellcome Trust
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I descend the shallow ramp to the Tate
Modern entrance:
Bag Checks
Any potentially dangerous items
may not be allowed
into the gallery space.

– ‘Knife?’
– ‘Nope, just fork!’
– ‘OK.’
Hardly thorough, but perhaps this has
to do with my identity as a young,
middle-class white man. I hope not, but
the pervasiveness of institutionalised
and racialised suspicion is not to to be
underestimated.
The space is large and busy. Teenagers
roll down the shallow slope, others sitting
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or lying. It is like an IKEA product on a
monumental scale. A LOT of families,
many with picnics. I too have a picnic,
and sit below the swinging silver ball
suspended from the ceiling—selfconsciously ‘absorbing’ the space,
‘reflecting’ on it. I notice a crumb beside
me on the carpet:
This is my first notable insight: this is
a space in which crumbs are being

produced, dropped, and spread—and the
crumb activity is not out of place. It feels
homely, as if this IKEA-reminiscent carpet
ought to have crumbs on it. I take out
my lunch and eat, myself also dropping a
crumb.
I let it join the crumby, cosy surface being
created, turning to notice a young girl
crouching in commando position behind
me—mere centimetres separating us. I
am an obstacle providing her coverage in
a game of ‘Hide and Seek’. This is what
the space is for: it is a play space. Two
boys lie under the swinging ball:
Boy 1: “This is so scary! If you’re not
scared of it come lie here. It’s SO scary.”
Boy 2: “It’s not scary!”
It is the most I have heard anyone say of
the ball. Adults have expressed feelings
towards it, but nothing more than ‘grownup’ equivalents: “Wow, this is so cool!”
or “This is reeeaalllly amazing.” I am not
drawn to ‘engage’ with the ball on a
5

Left: Photo from Tate Modern website

It also claims that the carpet is in the
colours of British banknotes, explaining:

‘conceptual’ or ‘intellectual’ level—I enjoy
its presence, but find it little more than a
spectacle to excite my new picnic spot.
On a toilet break I pass the imperative
‘ART SHOP EAT’ on the wall, an
admittance—or rather promotion—by the
gallery that just as much as one is here to
experience art, one is here to consume.
I accept the command and head to the
café. £3 for a flat white, 20p extra for oat
milk. Not cheap, but I guess when you’re
drinking ‘Gallery Espresso’ that is the
price you pay.
Caffeine-fuelled, I now descend to the
swings. A board warns me:
UNEVEN
SURFACES
PLEASE
TAKE
CARE
please remove high-heeled shoes.
By this they mean a few minor gradient
shifts in the floor surface. As with the
carpet it is children, adults, art students,
tourists, professionals, couples all
partaking. People are having a lot of fun.
Laughter fills the space. Relatively few
selfies are taken, notable for such a bigattraction art installation.
I ask a family if I can swing with them
and they accept. The simple rushing of
air back-and-forth is a kind of physical
play I have not experienced in a long
time, bringing a pleasant and nostalgic
liberation to my body.
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“They imagine people might want to gather
here to think about whether it is the weight
of gravity or the economy that pulls us
down.”

Leaving, I notice a security guard beside
one of the larger swings where some latetwenties friends are swinging particularly
vigorously. I also notice one swing with full
cross-body safety straps for the fearfulof-swinging. We are in a safe space
indeed.

The carpet does not induce thought of
banknotes or the economy. In colour and
form it is far from similar, and even if it
were, the claim that the space makes us
consider our being ‘pulled down’ is far
from people’s lived experienced of it. They
were frolicking rather than philosophising.
This politicised statement thus sits uneasily
with the experiential reality of the space,
sits uneasily with the 4-shops-6-eateries
consumption space that it is housed in.

Reflections
Tate Modern as Consumption Space
There are four shops and six bars/cafés/
restaurants, seven gallery/cinema/art
spaces, four learning/community spaces
and one member’s room. ‘ART SHOP
EAT’ thus really is, in spatial designation,
equally weighted to ‘SHOP’ and ‘EAT’.
70% of Tate’s income is from Tate
Enterprises and Tate Catering, the
teams behind their shops and cafés. As
a charitable organisation, one cannot
dispute that the money predominantly
finds its way back into the Tate. However
the effect this has on one’s experience is
important to consider.
Tate Modern complicitly maintains an
economic system in which consumption
is central and pervasive, whilst further
condensing the discourse on and the
reception of artistic practice with this
same process of consumption. The
gallery, the hub of ‘creativity’ and cultural
learning, becomes inextricably the place
of buying, eating and consuming—
thus restricting the Tate to function as
an economic attraction: somewhere
desirable to spend the day and, crucially,
one’s money. It must remain in the
mainstream and cater to, predominantly,

a public with disposable income.
Turbine Hall as Safe Space
Whilst it is a free public space, the Turbine
Hall is monitored. Bag checks remind
one of the institutional concern over terror
threats. Yet as Setha Low (2006) reminds
us, monitoring public space reduces
its democratic potential, engendering a
hegemonic mode of being exclusive to
minorities and inducing paranoia in the
public sphere. Thus while the Tate’s public
may have enjoyed their day, one wonders
if other publics may be implicitly excluded
from partaking.
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Indicative, in a less grave manner, of this
same hyper-control is the security guard
supervising the swings: it is an adult
making sure other adults do not misuse a
child’s play device. It reminds us that all fun
must be safe fun, monitored fun, fun within
an institution that can make sure nothing
gets out of hand and that while you are
having fun you buy a £3 coffee and maybe
a coffee-table book.
One, Two, Three, Swing! Subversive
Installation or Play-Pen?
The information board explains:
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“The line (of the swing) links production,
collaborative action and shared use
beyond the gallery, and into the city’s
public spaces and around the world.”
I experienced little to prompt thought on
‘production’—rather, far more present
was the imperative to ‘consumption’.
‘Collaborative action and shared use’ were
visible, however they seemed to reach no
further than the walls of the gallery. This
claim thus appears somewhat hopeful in
attributing such an amplified socio-political
narrative to an installation that, in practice,
seems more an entertaining diversion than
a political statement.

“It’s nice to see everyone joined in
silliness,” remarked a friend, and I did
appreciate this as a valuable feature of the
artwork in itself. However the limits of a
project like this ought to be recognised—
the institution and its setting must be
looked into to see that its subversiveness
can only go so far. The work brought
shared enjoyment to many visitors and a
new way to be in and explore space—but
to call it a ‘subversive’ artwork is to falsely
attribute greater power and profundity to
it than it warrants. It falsely attributes to
the installation an agency to affect and
de-institutionalise the very institutionalised
world that it finds itself happily swinging
in. Swing with straps and a supervisor—
swing, but not too far out.
References
Low, Setha M. (2006) The Erosion of
Public Space and the Public Realm:
Paranoia, surveillance and privatization in
New York City. City & Society 18(1):43–49.
All photos by author—except where
indicated.
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New Mainstream Con Moto

Above: Musicians from the
British Paraorchestra and
from the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra,
Birmingham Symphony Hall,
18th February 2017

Lloyd Coleman
on how the British Paraorchestra
will sustain classical music

Left: Portrait of Lloyd Coleman
Photos by Paul Blakemore

Annamaria Dall’Anese
PhD Anthropology
Lloyd Coleman is the recently appointed Associate Music Director of the British Paraorchestra, the world’s only large-scale
ensemble of disabled musicians. Members of the Paraorchestra recently joined their partner ensemble, Army of Generals,
to perform Kraftwerk: Re-werk, Lloyd’s most recent creation (co-composed with Charlotte Harding). As a hearing—and
visually impaired composer and clarinettist, Lloyd discusses music-making and disability with Annamaria Dall’Anese, a PhD
student researching people with sight loss in London.

AD: To start our conversation, I
would like to draw a parallel between
your discipline, music, and mine,
anthropology. Through the study
of different societies, anthropology
tries to shed light on our own, and
to reveal some of the common traits
that unite human beings regardless
of their differences. Likewise, if you
are a musician with a genuine love for
music, you don’t really draw boundaries
between different musical genres. I think
you demonstrate this quite well with your
work with the Army of Generals, which
does not put classical music at the top
of a hypothetical pyramid of genres.
You also demonstrate it well with your
work with the Paraorchestra, because
8

you challenge the boundaries between
musicians with and without a disability.
LC: I think you put it really well. With
the Paraorchestra, we are interested
in promoting excellent music-making
that happens to be by musicians
who, for example, happen to be a
wheelchair user, or have a visual or
hearing impairment. If you have a
group of musicians making excellent
music, and within that group there are
some musicians who have a disability,
then people’s attention will inevitably
be drawn to those people at first.
Unfortunately, it is rare that we see a
person with a wheelchair in an orchestra.
But if the audience are drawn first

to those musicians because of their
disability, and then they hear them sing
and play about the same themes that
other excellent musicians sing or play
about—you know: love, life, death,
hope, all the things we are all interested
in—then the disability just hopefully
disappears.
AD: I do believe in the importance of
practice over theory: breaking down
boundaries by doing things, rather than
by preaching or theorising.
LC: Yes, exactly. If we get too sucked
into banging the drum and present a
piece of art that is maybe ever so slightly
substandard, we are just focussing on
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

the wrong thing. The thing that Charles
[Hazelwood, founder and conductor of
the Paraorchestra] wants to focus on
is just creating excellent music, and if
then there are social changes effected
through that, than that’s great, that’s the
ideal.
AD: Since you mention making music,
practically and concretely, maybe
we can talk about a piece that you
composed for the Paraorchestra:
Towards Harmony. I’d like to bring in the
notion of dialogue. Because when we
think of composers we think of people
who compose on their own. But the
fruit of an artist’s production is actually
always the fruit of a collaboration, in
your case between yourself and the
musicians in your orchestra.
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LC: Yes, it is very much for me a
collaboration between me and the
musicians, about finding that personal
connection, with each of them. Towards
Harmony was the commission to
‘write’ the first piece ever written for
the Paraorchestra. And I put write in
inverted commas, because of exactly
what you were saying: there is no way
that I could have written that piece
just following the pre-existing set of
expectations about what you can or
cannot do when you write for a British
symphony orchestra. This is often very
prescriptive and quite simple, and in
a way quite boring. What I did was,
instead of saying: ‘It’s gotta be this
musician, who has no sight, who starts
off this next section, and has to make
the tempo go quicker or slower’, I asked
myself ‘I could do it that way, but could

I do it in an even more effective way?’
I’ve always been really careful to make
the point that this is not ‘writing down’
to the musicians, and being patronising.
It’s rather being pragmatic and saying:
‘I have a group of musicians here,
they all have different demands. How
much can I work with that, instead than
work against it?’ I try to see it as an
opportunity rather than a problem.
What you want everyone to do, what
every composer hopefully always
wants to do is to create the optimum
environment in which a musician can
give their best to their piece of music.
I was really keen, with musicians who
don’t have sight, that there should be
clear audible cues in the score. Then
there was Clarence [Adoo, a former
trumpet player paralysed from the
9

neck down], on his especially adapted
instrument, the ‘headspace’, which
allows him to produce sound thanks to
sophisticated technology. All of those
things came into this project at once
which I hadn’t encountered before. And
then, for the second performance two
years afterwards, we did a lot of reorchestrating: ‘All right, we no longer
have that flute player. Where am I gonna
put their part in the texture? Who am I
gonna give that line to?’ It was about
writing specifically to the situation.
AD: We are going back to the idea
of dialogue between composer and
performers.
LC: Yeah. I have no time to be precious
about ‘Oh, this is my piece and this is the
way it shall remain forever’. I am actually
much more open now than when I was
at the Academy [the Royal Academy
of Music]. I am not really interested in
being published. It would be horrible,
because then people would start taking

that as gospel, whereas the system I’ve
got at the moment is much more nimble.
Maybe not having a publishing contract
is great!

orchestra. I’m gonna keep calling it a
collective. Actually the technical name
of the organization is ‘The Paraorchestra
and Friends’.

AD: If I understand you correctly, you
advocate a world of music where the
flexibility, dialogue and collaboration you
see in the Paraorchestra can be used
across the board, in different types of
projects.

AD: You mean that an orchestra is a
bounded entity, whereas a collective
shatters boundaries?

LC: I think so, it would be so much more
interesting. Traditionally, the whole idea
of an orchestra is about homogeneity.
You move around as a unit of seventy
players. If you go on tour, you all go
on a plane together, you stay in a hotel
together, you move around en masse,
and to all intents and purposes that mass
is basically the same kind of person:
normally a white, middle-class person
with a decent income. We need to put
a bit of a rocket booster underneath it
all. That’s why I believe people have to
stop thinking of the Paraorchestra as an

LC: Exactly. We have a collective of
musicians and each of them, besides
playing with the Paraorchestra, is free
to participate in projects with other
ensembles on an ad hoc basis. And if
we can create a new mainstream—by
encouraging other orchestras to be
more nimble with their operations, more
accommodating to their members and
more open to their audiences—we might
ultimately not save—because it is a big
phrase, ‘to save classical music’—but
sustain classical music, and take it to
new audiences. We want to be very
hopeful about it.

Frontera Combustible:

Petrol Smuggling in the Colombian/
Venezuelan Borderlands
Charles Beach
PhD Anthropology
Brigadier General Gustavo Moreno is
sitting behind a wide desk in his airconditioned office. It overlooks the parade
ground of the police compound which
sits vacant, belted by the midday sun. A
receptionist brings in cups of weak, sugary
coffee that Colombians call tinto.

Paraorchestra musicians Guy Llewellyn (horn player) and Chris Melling (trumpet player) during a
performance of Terry Riley’s In C at the Colston Hall in Bristol, 2016
Photo by Paul Blakemore
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As the police commander for ‘Region
Five’, General Moreno is in charge of
security for one of the most sensitive
areas in Colombia, a stretch of border with
Venezuela which connects the Colombian
department of Norte de Santander with
the neighbouring Venezuelan state of
Táchira. The police compound and
centre of operations itself is based in the
border city of Cúcuta, a small city in the
eastern branch of the Andes that is often
associated with cross-border contraband
and violence.
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

A mixture of systemic corruption and
heavily devalued goods in Venezuela
contributes to a vibrant smuggling trade,
attracting armed gangs with origins on
both sides of the border who operate with
near impunity along the unstable frontier.
Despite the demobilisation of the FARC, it
is other armed groups such as the Ejército
Popular de Liberación (EPL), Ejército
Liberación Nacional (ELN) and Clan de
Golfo who are fighting for territory in the
region. Norte de Santander’s faltering
economy leaves many with no choice but
to try to make a living on the black market.
Smuggling is widely regarded as part of
day-to-day life, an acceptable means of
getting by.
“There have been many operations against
narco-trafficking,” Moreno tells me, “but it’s
not just cocaine we’re dealing with here;

it’s everything from pharmaceuticals and
pork to toiletries and petrol. Anything that
can be bought cheaply in Venezuela is
smuggled across.”
Since the 2014 crash in oil prices, political
unrest and food shortages have plagued
Venezuela. However, the markets of
Cúcuta are awash with Venezuelan
produce and one often finds food stuffs
labelled as “only for sale in Venezuela.”
Corrupt officials in the Venezuelan national
guard divert flows of Venezuelan goods
away from their intended destination. A
bitter irony is that many of these basic
essentials would otherwise be consumed
in Venezuela, by Venezuelans who are
now forced to cross into Colombia to buy
products originally destined for their own
supermarkets. At the border and beyond,
it’s the Colombian gangs, paramilitaries,
11

Far left: Buying smuggled Venezuelan petrol in
Colombia

mafia and guerrilla (all with their own
relationships to Colombia’s on-going
internal armed conflict) who shift the bulk
of the produce into Colombia via illegal
routes that cross the River Táchira.

Left: Smuggled Venezuelan pork for sale in
Colombia
Left below: Venezuelans crossing from Colombia
back into Venezuela

“It’s an ongoing struggle,” says Moreno.
“When we break up one armed gang they
split into smaller groups who are even
more rooted in the local community.”
The major concern of the police is the
smuggling of combustibles which, given
the ridiculously cheap price of Venezuelan
petrol ($0.01 per litre), is even more
profitable than cocaine. In collaboration
with the army, POLFA, a highly-militarised
anti-smuggling police, focus their energies
on these petrol cartels.
But without co-operation from Venezuela
it’s difficult to curb the supply. The last
round-table discussion the police had
with their Venezuelan counterparts was
over a year ago and with the political
crisis in Venezuela steadily worsening
there are unlikely to be any more soon.
In fact, tensions remain high between the
two nation states and exchange of fire
between security forces has been known
to occur.
Most critically however, in his own attempt
to prevent the smuggling of his country’s
resources, Venezuelan President Nicolas
Maduro shut the border allowing only
a few primary crossings open only to
pedestrians. In reality, the border closure
has done nothing but prevent relatively
harmless small-timers from operating,
while increasing the primacy of armed
gangs who manage the illegal smuggling
routes. In the words of the Spanish saying:
a rio revuelto ganancia de Pescadores—in
choppy waters fishermen win big.
I was talking to the General due to my
research on the Colombians who make
their living on the economic margins.
Locally they’re known as pimpineros,
named after the gallon bottles in which
they sell petrol called pimpinas. Moreno
makes it clear to me that the police are
not ‘brutes’ and that a pluralistic, more
sociological approach is needed to
combat smuggling. Nevertheless many
pimpineros still claim police discrimination
against them while other more violent
gangs operate unimpeded. The police are
involved in everything from a programme
12

were normally completely empty had
queues kilometres long. Everyone normally
bought petrol from pimpineros and no
one was prepared for the sudden demand
for legal petrol.” Augosto operates from
a car park near a luxury shopping mall
in the centre of town. He caters to the
upper-middle classes who are willing to
pay a little extra to buy petrol in a safer
neighbourhood than the outskirts. “I won’t
sell to kids on motorbikes, they have big
mouths and like to snitch,” Augosto says.
“I manage a list of respectable clients, I’ve
even had politicians and policemen buy
from me”, he confesses. “And why not?
everyone knows Venezuelan petrol is the
best quality in the world.”

teaching pimpineros to make bio-fuel
from restaurant waste, to creating an app
designed to monitor taxi driver usage (by
far the largest population of illegal petrol
consumers). I ask the General if security
in the region is getting better or worse.
“Since the restructuring of the contraband
laws, Cúcuta is a cleaner city,” he claims.
“The city was ugly with petrol vendors
literally everywhere, however with the
continuing crisis in Venezuela the security
situation in Colombia continues to be
serious.”
The pimpineros have formed official trade
unions to help navigate the realities of life
at the end of a long economic chain. I
arrange to meet up with Yuliema Garcia,
the leader of Sintragasolina, the main
pimpinero trade union in the region. She
arrives in a beat-up car with a driver and
her personal bodyguard, David. She’s
dressed in trendy jeans and a pink top,
unexpectedly feminine given the macho
world of contraband, but commanding
no less respect from her colleagues. As
we drive to the slums on the outskirts of
town, Yulemia begins to tell me about
Sintragasolina.
“We operate with nothing but the small
monthly fees of our members who we
represent. It’s not an easy life and people
do it out of necessity, because they
can’t find work anywhere else. There are
gangs who demand protection money
from pimpineros, we can help collectively
negotiate with them as well as petitioning
the state for educational retraining
programmes. Education is very important
to us and it’s our number one priority.”

“It sounds dangerous,” I tentatively offer.
“Yup and that’s why I have this,” interjects
David, showing me a concealed pistol
strapped to his belt. “Don’t worry I have a
licence,” he says smiling. David had been
a pimpinero before taking an intensive
close protection course and now works full
time as Sintragasolina’s security.
We get out and walk about a social
housing complex built in the middle of
informal slums. There are pimpineros
waiting around to sell petrol. Hanging off
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a tree branch in the shade next to them
is half a pig for sale, also smuggled from
Venezuela. Everyone knows Yuliema and
with her there all are happy to have their
photos taken. “It’s important for us to give
access to journalists and academics”,
Yuliema says. “We want the world to see
what we are going through, to see that we
are not the criminals. We are the last link in
a long chain, we earn virtually nothing but
we’re an easy target for the police. It’s the
violent gangs who cross the border who
make the most money, we just buy from
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

them.”
In previous years, you could have found
pimpineros on every street corner of
Cúcuta but since a recent restructuring of
the contraband laws they can now face as
much prison time as an actual smuggler
and have been forced to the out-skirts of
town or more clandestine spots.
“The day the law came into enforcement
was crazy”, a pimpinero called Augosto
tells me. “The legal petrol stations that

I have lunch with Augosto and his family.
As he has official status as an Internally
Displaced Person he is able to live in social
housing provided by the Colombian state.
Augosto manages to support a family of
five with his middle child just about to enrol
at university, but there are many who can
barely survive on what they earn. Several
times recently Cúcuta has seen an exodus
from Venezuela as migrants flood across
the border, desperate for work they can’t
find back home. The Colombian state
is unequipped to deal with what is fast
becoming a major migration crisis. I met
many who’d only been in Colombia a
few weeks, full of stories of hardship and
political unrest from all over Venezuela.
In these borderlands, there is a shared
sense of Colombo-Venezuelan culture that
goes back to a time before the border
existed. Smuggling here is more than a
crime, and migration has always ebbed
and flowed. Both are part of a deeply
rooted cross-border culture that isn’t going
away anytime soon. As Simón Bolívar
himself said of the River Táchira, “This is a
river, not a border!”
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loose organisation was studied as part
of Bradley Garrett’s (2014) four yearlong ethnography of urban explorers. He
focuses on the political motivations of his
interlocutors and the reasons they are
willing to break the law to pursue their
hobby.

Urban Exploration:
Recreational Trespassers in
Bangkok and London
Benjamin Theobald
MSc Social and Cultural Anthropology
The old Makkasan train yard occupies
several acres not far from central
Bangkok. It is now mostly overgrown, a
mass of swampy jungle in the middle of
the city, but sparsely distributed sections
of track and decaying carriages are still
visible between the trees. At one end
there are a few abandoned warehouses,
vines crawling through their broken
windows.
One weekend my girlfriend and I went
to explore, cameras in hand, hoping
to capture some evidence of our trek
into an abandoned section of the city. A
corrugated iron fence ran around part of
the site, and we quickly found a section
of the fence that folded up, leaving a
gap for us to crawl through. Inside, the
trees reclaiming the area rose around us.
Thick pools of algae and mud, infested
with clouds of flies blocked many of the
routes we attempted to pick through the
nettles. Braving stings and the sight of
a few snakes crawling through the tall
grass, we made our way through the
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yard, searching for one of the abandoned
carriages.
Locating a run of tracks almost obscured
by vegetation, we followed them to find
a lopsided train car. I climbed inside to
start taking pictures. Most of the wooden
fittings were smashed and the whole
thing creaked as I moved along it. I
paused to take a photograph and heard
voices outside. A young man in shorts
and a dirty white t-shirt was speaking with
my girlfriend in Thai. I didn’t understand
the conversation but he seemed very
calm as he looked up at me through the
window and nodded. I climbed back
down from the carriage and went to stand
next to my girlfriend, asking her what had
been said. He had just asked what we
were doing there. She had replied that we
were taking pictures, which seemed to
confuse him. I asked if he was a security
guard. He paused for a second as if
he were unsure and then said yes. We
weren’t convinced.

He didn’t act like a security guard, and
now he was lazily walking around the train
carriage, unworried by the trespassers he
had caught at the site he was apparently
supposed to be protecting. He decided
it was time for us to leave, his voice
gentle, carrying more of a suggestion
than an order, but we felt obliged to obey.
Following the concrete wall to our right,
he had us follow him for ten minutes
before stopping. Shuffling his feet and
turning to smile at us he pointed to a
narrow gap dug out at the bottom of the
wall, leading to a dusty gravel car park
on the other side. We had come too
far to argue, and complied by crawling
underneath with difficulty, emerging
covered in dirt and insect bites back
outside the yard. As I stood up I saw the
man’s feet padding away from the gap.
This was our disappointing first attempt at
urban exploration.
We aren’t the only ones looking for new
ways to interact with our cities. Groups
of urban wanderers are continually
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reconceptualising what it means to inhabit
the built environment, and the motivations
of such groups are of significant
anthropological interest.
The practice of urban exploration (or
recreational trespass) involves entering
abandoned, derelict, or forgotten areas
of the city to better understand the space
surrounding us. Not everyone has been as
unsuccessful as me in searching out the
weird corners of modern urbanity. Groups
of urban explorers operate in cities all over
the world, and London, heavily monitored
by surveillance cameras and security
guards, is at the heart of the movement.
Certain sites have become known for
their popularity among urban explorers.
These include abandoned tube stations,
such as Aldwych station, that require a
sprint over tracks to reach, as well as
famous locations like Battersea power
station. One group involved in pushing
the literal and metaphorical boundary in
exploring the urban environment is the
London Consolidation Crew (LCC). This
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Garrett tracks the evolution of the LCC.
They began as one of many small groups
interested in seeking out abandoned
sites. Over time they became increasingly
daring with the lengths they were willing to
go to in trespassing on high profile sites.
Members began to educate themselves in
more sophisticated infiltration techniques,
including picking locks, abseiling, and
disguising themselves as maintenance
or construction workers. Their interest
shifted from abandoned sites like the one
I tried to explore, to active building sites
and landmarks under renovation. The
LCC attained notoriety in 2012, when they
managed to enter the Olympic stadium
as it was under construction, and by this
time they had already scaled St. Paul’s
Cathedral and the British Museum. They
quickly followed this series of infiltrations
up by climbing the Shard, and posting
pictures from the summit online.
The motivations behind urban exploration,
from the LCC’s impressively professional
infiltration operations to my own amateur
attempts at recreational trespass, have a
political component. Garrett’s informants
claim to be apolitical, telling him that
their activities are not about breaking
laws to position themselves in opposition
to a system of control, instead they
demarcate the boundaries of the system.
In response, the walls get higher, but that
is just part of the urban exploration game.
The object of the game is to navigate

around those making dubious claims of
guardianship over public space.
The intention behind the LCC’s
transgressive behaviour springs from
a lineage of urban subversion. The
modern explorers bear a resemblance
to the Paris situationists, employing the
dérive (literally ‘to drift’ in French, here
meaning an unplanned walk through
an urban landscape) to playfully protest
the privatisation of space. According to
Garrett, the LCC’s perspective fits with
Guy Debord’s notion that, ‘this society
eliminates geographical distance only
to produce a new internal separation’
(Debord, 2006:94). Perhaps practices
like urban exploration are a response
to this effect in modern cities, seeking
to reconnect the roots of utility tunnels
to the inhabited structures above, and
imagine them as part of a continuous
urban network. These imagined networks
are continually developed in the minds of
city dwellers. As a result, the ethnographic
study of urban inhabitants’ interactions
with their environment, and the systems
controlling it, continues to hold further
insights for those curious enough to look
for them.
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aspects of the game are of obvious
interest to Anthropology
One body technique that Momoko and
Akiko have highlighted involves the need
to pay attention to the way you swing
your arm, as well as the shape of your
hands to reach the cards as quickly
and efficiently as possible. To facilitate
this, your body posture is crucial too. In
practice sessions players rehearse their
arm swings and hand slams in-between
citations.
Momoko and Akiko say that they spent
around 3–5 months memorising all 100
cards, but, of course, they said that how
long this takes depends on the person:

Karuta かるた:
Bodies in a Sporting Art

A box of karuta cards.Photo by Yamanaka

Elaine Wong
3rd Year BSc Anthropology
“Karuta is based on Japanese classical poetry, but the game itself is like a sport. I think you can’t find it in any other
country. I mean, classical literature has been turned into a sports game! I think that, even if you don’t understand
Japanese, you can still enjoy it…it can be a good introduction to a broader understanding of Japanese culture.”
– (Akiko, Japanese female, aged 27)

Anthropologists discuss the body from
many perspectives. Amongst them,
anthropologist Bruno Latour tries to
define the body as an interface that can
learn how to be affected in specialised
ways. Here, I would like to demonstrate
how his idea resonates with the practice
of karuta.
Kyogi karuta (競技かるた), is a traditional
Japanese card game that is based on a
collection of 100 poems by 100 different
poets called Hyakunin Isshu (百人一首).
Each of the 100 cards used in the card
game has a poem on it, but only the
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second verse. A reciter is present to read
the poems in a random order. The goal
is to quickly touch the corresponding
card with the second verse on it when
the first verse is being read by the
reciter. Karuta has a set of complex rules
of sportsmanship and etiquette, and
requires appreciable mental and physical
effort to play. This includes memorising
the cards of all the poems, and
strategizing the placements of each card
on a wide platform (as well as memorising
the placements themselves). Moreover,
players are expected to react quickly to
subtleties of sound, and move the body

A: “Personally, I already like the more
famous classics, so those ones are easier
to remember. When I look at a card, I
see a visual…an image. Linking it with
the image, I understand the meaning
of the poem…I also practice the actual
memorisation of the cards. The faster you
[recall your memory], the better you get at
playing karuta” (e.g. the quicker you can
get the cards).
M: “I also did a lot of practice with reading
out the cards. It allows me to internalise
the rhythm that I’m supposed to move
my body in. In a sense, I’m using my own
reading as a way to let all the parts of my
body, not just my hand…like this is how
you’re meant to move depending on the
poem that’s read at this rhythm. I think
sound and music could be an important
component. When I say music it’s mostly
just the rhythm. At which second is the

During the practice session, I often
noticed the players (even if they were not
playing against each other) moving in
sync when specific syllables were recited.
Rhythm, as Momoko has hinted, matters
significantly when playing karuta. I asked
her, “during a karuta match, what usually
goes on inside your head? Do you think
about something?”
M: “When you’re actually playing the
game…the moment when you hear the
sound of the reader reading the first
syllables, it’s not like I’m thinking about
‘something’. Because if I were, then I
can’t respond fast enough to take the
card from my opponent. It’s only when
I empty my mind…I just focus on the
sound and ‘knowing’ the positions of the
cards.”
M: “In terms of the sensation…when
I touch the correct card, that’s when I
get this sense of satisfaction…For me,
at the start you don’t have an expected
‘rhythm’. But when you practice again
and again you start to get the rhythm.
When you manage to take a one-syllable
card out of a hundred cards, you know
that this is the correct one. And then you
have two-syllable cards where you have
to listen for two syllables before you know
which one it is. And three and four, and
so on. I learnt the three-syllable ones first.
For example, ‘arima’ is a card that you
can take after having heard the a-ri-ma.
And when I know that I touched it right
when I heard the ‘m’ of the reader, that’s
when I feel the satisfaction. It’s not so

much about who’s sitting in front of me
but just the fact that I took it at the ‘right’
moment. Not faster than the other person,
but just the fact that it was spot-on.”
M: “Some people say that they also
listen to the height…I mean the pitch!
For example, they say this is an ‘a’ that
started with a high pitch, then the next
words must be this instead of something
else. I’m not able to do it, I’m not at that
level. Some people have a lot of talent
in this area. For me I can’t do it with the
pitch, but I can do it sometimes with the
length of the syllable, which also relates
back to rhythm.”
Overall, we see that a lot of sensorial
elements are involved in the practice
of karuta. Through the process of
memorising and practising, Momoko
and Akiko formed their own aesthetic
relationships with the words on the cards
as foundations for their own techniques.
By understanding each poem, they can
automatically recall them by visualising the
meanings themselves. Additionally, they
train their bodies regularly to continuously
enhance their physical and mental
reactions for obtaining the cards as
quickly as possible. In Latour’s terms, they
have gone from being “dumb” to karuta to
becoming karuta bodies.
On a side note, if you are interested in
trying the sport, please contact Momoko
at karuta.london@gmail.com. Playing
karuta is a rare opportunity in London and
a great way to get to know more about
Japanese culture hands-on!
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efficiently to reach each card in time.

Karuta in London (n.d.) About. Available
at: https://karutalondon.wordpress.com/
about-2/ [accessed 18 February 2018].

In London there is now a karutapractising community founded in 2016 by,
Momoko Okuyama, a 3rd year BASc Arts
and Sciences student at UCL. On a rainy
Saturday afternoon, I had the pleasure
of filming one of their weekly practice
sessions. After the session, I interviewed
two players—Momoko and Akiko
(pseudonym)—with questions based
upon my observations made during their
matches. Recurring themes of memory,
body technique and sensorial experience
arise in the playing of karuta and these
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

first syllable read [by the reciter etc.]”

Latour, B. (2004) How to Talk About
the Body? The Normative Dimension
of Science. Body & Society 10(2–3):
205–229.

Karuta players during a practice match hosted
by Karuta in London. Photo by Elaine Wong
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Self, Personhood, and
Down’s Syndrome
Lucy Clarke
MSc Social and Cultural Anthropology
“Knock knock,” says Ollie, in Sally Phillips’
documentary A World Without Downs
Syndrome? (2016).
“Who’s there?”
“Chicken”
“Chicken who?”
“Buck Buck,” says Ollie, and the children
around the table all giggle, along with
Phillips from behind the camera.
“That’s rubbish!” She says, but everyone
carries on laughing nonetheless.
“This is my son Ollie,” we hear. “He
likes chocolate ice cream, he likes
Barcelona football club, he also has
Down’s syndrome.” Soft music plays as
we see footage of Ollie jumping around,
playing with siblings. As Phillips tells
us, her documentary will ask “what
kind of society do we want to live in?”
The programme tells a side to Down’s
syndrome which Philips believes isn’t
widely available to potential parents of
children with DS. She argues that parents
are given a limited, negative view of what
Down’s syndrome is, which neglects the
experiences of people living with it and
their loved ones. Her film is part of a wider
movement from the ‘Down’s syndrome
community’, people with DS and their
kin who have become visible through
the ongoing debate around testing for
Down’s syndrome and the resulting
terminated pregnancies. The Down’s
syndrome community is concerned that
the condition will be ‘screened out’.
The programme was criticised by
one journalist—Julia Raeside, of The
Guardian—as being too emotive and
personal: “When a subject is so close to
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the presenter’s heart that it is indivisible
from it, the result is impassioned but
not impartial”. Raeside describes Olly
as “lovely, funny, warm, wonderful” in
the documentary, purporting that these
qualities prevent a “sensible conversation”
(2016).
Here we see the clash of two different
ideologies. Philips set out to convey a
kind of knowledge which is in its nature
emotional and lived, but Raeside was
invoking the ideology of objective, rational
knowledge. She was asking for the
presenter of such a programme to be
removed from the topic at hand without
any personal experience, objectively
assessing the material. This would have
made the documentary, in her view, far
more reputable.
This is nothing new, the rational mind
able to uncover truths separate from
experience and emotional states has
been a notion central to Western thought
since Aristotle. And for just as long,
this ability has been coupled with one’s
perceived level of humanity (Kaniaru
2012). Emily Martin (1989) shows that
the mind, rationality and abstract,
logical thought is traditionally associated
with masculinity, culture, and stasis.
She quotes Nancy Chodorow in her
discussion of the male and female worlds:
“one valuable, if abstract and deeply
unattainable, the other useless and
demeaning, if concrete and necessary”
(1989: 198). Elaine Showalter shows how
Darwinism gave ‘scientific confirmation’
to notions of female intellectual inferiority
and women’s predetermined position
as a ‘helper’ to men (1985: 121). She
quotes Darwin himself: “man had become
superior to women in courage, energy,
intellect, and inventive genius”. For him,
feminine attributes such as intuition and

perception were “characteristic of the
lower races, and therefore of a past
and lower state of civilisation” (p122).
This reminds us of the dark history of
anthropological social evolutionism, rating
those from other cultures behind white
Westerners on the evolutionary scale,
closer to animals and therefore inferior in
the collective consciousness. The white,
male, middle class, ‘objective’ mind was
seen as the peak of civilisation, culture
and intellect. Those who didn’t fall in this
category had slightly less substance,
were slightly less human.
While this may have somewhat
changed, the notion of objective, rational
knowledge being superior to experiential,
contextual, knowledge has not. In what
Scheper-Hughes and Locke (1987) refer
to as a ‘Cartesian anxiety’, the notion of
objectivity is highly valued, along with the
perceived personification of objectivity
in professionals and experts. This is
exemplified by the discourse within the
DS community. Feeling that they have
contradictory knowledge to what they
had been told by medical professionals,
exactly the way that this material stands
apart from the medical material is that it
isn’t claiming impartiality, it is rooted in
lived experience which intimately involves
the emotional and the reflective, it even
pokes fun at the perceived ignorance of
the medical models of DS.
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#justaboutcoping (the name itself a
satirical nod towards the perceived
suffering of people with DS and their
kin) is a collection of posts on the
social media site Twitter, and shows
people demonstrating the everyday
joys they believe DS brings to their
lives. Achievements are celebrated,
humorous anecdotes are told and
tender moments are shared. Medical
language is undermined and reconfigured
as celebratory—for instance people
are described as “rocking their extra
chromosomes”. The knowledge of
this community, rather than being
supposedly objective, is attained through
experience—through emotions, the
body, and the senses. One article reads,
“If you value acceptance, empathy and
unconditional love, you, too, should
welcome a child with Down syndrome
into your life” (Kaposy 2018). Rather than
making their kin slightly less human, the
unrestrained emotionality of a person
with DS is exactly what makes up their
personhood.
The Down’s syndrome community
discourse implies a scepticism of the
notion of objective rationality in two
ways. First, they are sceptical of medical
professionals and the information supplied
by them about Down’s syndrome, as
it doesn’t seem to correlate with their
experiences. Second, they refute the
notion that one’s level of ‘rationality’ is
coupled with one’s level of personhood.

adulthood is estranging oneself from
one’s parents and becoming independent
from them. They describe how in Japan
to conform and to be interdependent
is actually a sign of inner strength. The
Down’s syndrome community downplay
that independence which is often thought
to be an important part of personhood.
Rather, they emphasise interdependence
and the important things they feel that
their kin have given them. They speak of
the things they’ve learnt through knowing
someone with Down’s syndrome. They
refer to their lives before as much more
shallow, they talk about the ways in
which they now think as a result of their
experience. There have been radical
changes in what they value, even their
sense of humour (Kaposy 2016).
The Down’s syndrome community
readjusts conceptions of personhood.
They criticise the objective status of
medical professionals and its perceived
superiority to experience. They reproduce
notions of individuality and bounded
wholes, but suggest that there are lots
of different ways that a person can be
conceptualised as ‘whole’.

This second point is also evident in the
performance of their kin’s individuality.
Aspects of a person besides their DS
are described to demonstrate their
individuality. Phillips, for example, tells us
of Ollie’s love for chocolate ice-cream and
Barcelona football club before mentioning
his DS. People repeatedly voice their
frustration that those with DS are seen
as a homogenous diseased group rather
than as individuals – articles written by kin
and posts on #justaboutcoping regularly
bring up this rhetoric. They present a
bounded, whole, individuals in line with
Western conceptions of personhood, but
this person is defined by their interests,
dispositions and worldview rather than
their perceived ability to rationalize.
Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) note
how in Western psychology, it is thought
that a key stage of development into
Anthropolitan Summer 2018
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Saints and
Spending
Power: A
Reflection
on Money
Above: The un-spendable S/200 note

Rebecca Irons
PhD Medical
Anthropology
Money, for me as for most students
(I’d imagine), is a topic of regular
contemplation (and stress). Yet working
with reproductive health issues, it’s
not something that I often find myself
considering anthropologically. And so
in this article I wish to discuss a curious
case of money and the value invested in
it by people—a case which, thanks to a
Peruvian Saint, saw a practical inversion
of currency values, rendering the highest
denomination of local currency (Sol) all
but worthless, and one of the lowest
denominations worth over one hundred
times its value.
Money is an interesting thing. As Maurer
states in his anthropological review of
the topic, “Modern money… provides
a universal yardstick against which to
measure and evaluate the universe of
objects, relations, services, and persons”
(2006: 16). It can also be invested with
mystical properties. An undergraduate
lecture always stayed in my mind;
a professor, referring to the Marxist
fetishisation of money, demonstrated
how it is often imagined that money
has a life of its own, beyond what we
as humans bestow upon it. To illustrate,
Michael Taussig’s well-known Colombian
study (1977) found that the capitalist
wage-labour system was so alien to
the agriculturalists of his field-site, that
people believed that the (wage) money
20

Left: The £25 20p coin
Far left: Saint-Rosa Candles for the believers

Saint-Rosa’s Catholic Church in Lima

was obtained through secret pacts with
the devil, rendering it unproductive in the
long term. So powerful were these beliefs,
people would ‘baptise’ peso bills before
spending them, expecting that note to
return to its owner with interest.
Whilst that particular custom may not
be common, it is arguably oftentimes
forgotten that a paper note of currency
(or plastic, as they are increasingly
becoming), is nothing but a piece of
paper whose value is not inherent
but determined by a number of
factors ungoverned by the note itself.
Furthermore, I remember being amused
to learn that paper/plastic notes are
arguably nothing more than a glorified
IOU. After all, the Bank of England clearly
states on each note that “I promise to pay
the bearer on demand the sum of ten (or
as applies) pounds”.
Of course, the value of currency can
fluctuate and influence the spending

power of the bearer, as anyone living
through high inflation might tell you
(Venezuelan friends fleeing from the
current crisis spring to mind). Even when
inflation is not the main cause, availability
of tender can also artificially alter its
value. For example, until the card-system
metro was introduced in Buenos Aires,
all public transport would only accept
low-denomination coins to pay for rides.
Friends in Argentina recount entertaining
stories of the black-market industry of
coins that ensued, with those from the
northern provinces (who don’t have the
metro-coin issue) travelling back to the
capital after visits home and selling 10coin bundles for the price of 15.
Yet even though it is humans that control
those markets within which it operates,
money is still often thought of as having a
mind of its own. But money is certainly an
anthropological concern. It might come
as no surprise that the anthropologist
Gillian Tett predicted the 2008 financial
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crash two years before it happened,
due to her ethnographic work on
understanding the financial markets (and
the humans within them) (Barton 2008).
As mentioned, I recently had my own
run-in with a curious case of topsy-turvy
values of the Peruvian national currency,
thanks to very human (and/or saintly)
factors.
A few months after I had begun my
fieldwork, to my frustration (this article
being an attempt to deal anthropologically
with said inconvenience), I discovered
that certain bank notes are impossible
hot potatoes. The S/200 (£45) bill, the
highest denomination in Peru which is
dispensed to you unwittingly at ATMs,
is simply un-spendable. Shops wouldn’t
take it (even if I upped my supermarketspend), the laundrette wouldn’t take it,
my landlord gave it back… its simply too
high a denomination for people to accept,
knowing that they won’t be able to then
pass it on themselves. In a developing
economy where everyday purchases
are often way below that value, people
don’t have the resources to deal in such
amounts. People often won’t even change
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

a S/20 note (£5), for example. I had the
misfortunate of discovering this on a
Saturday afternoon, when banks (the only
place to accept a S/200) would not be
open for another two days. And so with
my £45 in my hands, I was, effectively,
completely broke.

and cared for the sick and needy in her
lifetime, was seemingly playing a game
on those who have, and those who have
not, inverting their spending power as an
anniversary gift.

On the back of this note, Saint-Rosa
of Lima, the patron saint of Peru, looks
up to the sky in innocence. Last year
was the 400th anniversary of her death,
and so when the National Bank of Peru
released a S/1 (20p) coin in her honour, it
seemed like a quaint thing to look out for
as a reminder to always avoid the S/200
bills. However, after casually checking my
change after many purchases with little
success, I eventually spotted that 20p
value coin on sale for a cool S/111 (£25).
How, I wondered, had £45 managed
to be worthless, and 20p gained such
value? Arguably it is the local economylimits and human belief in the value of a
Saint-minted coin that, on this occasion,
inverted monetary values in a curious
manner.

Barton, Laura. 2008. On the Money. The
Guardian, 31st October 2008. https://
www.theguardian.com/business/2008/
oct/31/creditcrunch-gillian-tett-financialtimes (accessed 19/06/2018)
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Or perhaps it was the spirit of Saint-Rosa
who, being a woman who lived humbly
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During 14 days in February and March
of this year, members of the University
and College Union (UCU) went on strike
across 65 UK university campuses protest
against a proposed radical overhaul of the
USS—the country’s largest private sector
pension scheme. The UCU predicted
that the proposed changes would leave
the typical lecturer £10,000 a year worse
off in retirement than the current setup, and picket lines were drawn across
many departments at UCL, including
Anthropology.
In addition to the official UCU actions of
the pickets and two marches to parliament
(including one in the snow), a collection of
undergraduate, postgraduate and research
students from the department set up
the informal group UCL AnthroStrike, to
co-ordinate activities and run a series of
strike-based teach-outs.
In addition to talks given by students
and anthropology staff, guest speakers
included Adam Kaasa from the Royal
College of Art, David Graeber from the
London School of Economics, and
Stephen Marshall from the Bartlett’s
Development Planning Unit, with debate
22
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expanding to wider issues facing academia
including the audit culture, pressure on
non-UK students, poor job market, and the
commodification of education.
In addition to the teach-outs, there were
specialist contributions by staff: guerrilla
gardening by Chris Tilley, sunflower
seed-bombing from Alex Pillen and disco
dancing from Ludovic Coupaye and Victor
Buchli. A series of anthropological pun
posters also helped spread the word
outside of the department, reaching as far
as the Facebook page of the University of
Chicago, and the blog of an academic at
the University of Hawaii.
Although the strike has stopped for now
with the UCU voting to accept proposals
at resolving the dispute, debate continues
on the future of academia. For more
information visit the UCL AnthroStrike
Facebook page at
@anthrostrike.
Joseph Cook
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in. I had noticed these photos portraying
the plains’ landscape and cowboys’ work,
and also the saddles, stirrups, branding
irons and whips used as ornaments.
However, I came to experience the
music, images and objects under a
different light, charged with an intense
sentiment for life in the hato. Witnessing
the blue sky in the open Plains, an infinite
source of metaphors for “immensity”,
breathing the paced solitude of the arreo
and embracing the bursting bravery
of my soul, I was overwhelmed by an
all-encompassing aesthetic experience.
I refer to the experience of perceiving
“beauty” from llanero’s point view, a world
of sound, flavors, sensations and poetics

Cattle ranch (hato), Colombian Eastern Plains

Beauty and Danger:

Unpacking the Enchantments of the
Colombian Plains
Johanna Perez
PhD Anthropology
“To work the llano, children!”—Jose utters
like a war cry from the horse stable while
sipping his black unsweetened coffee. He
is the older, more experienced cowboy, in
charge of running the hato, a traditional
cattle ranch in the Colombian Eastern
Plains. I was keen on accompanying the
cowboys to “work the llano”, as they
call cattle ranching. However, I was not
going anywhere without a horse. I had
to become a decent horse rider in a very
short time, something I accomplished
thanks to Jose’s belligerent teaching style.
Thanks to his detailed instructions and
harsh reprimands, I was able to ride long
distances and participate in the “arreo,”
or cattle herding.
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Jose shouts orders from 300 metres
ahead. His voice has the vibrancy of the
“leco,” a howling sound transferred from
the language of herding to llanero music.
He orders me to prevent the bull passing
through the clasp to the next pasture.
“What?!”—I cried—but my voice got lost
in the grass and Jose was already riding
at high speed to prevent the other herd
mixing with ours. The grasslands gave
me no chance to reply so I had no other
choice but to take my horse in front of
the humongous beast. The bull tried
to cross the clasp and I had to come
close, shouting and waving my hands,
performing assertiveness as I had seen
to cowboys do. This performance was
entirely for the animals, horse and bull,

Nobody ever warned me about this
“enchantment”! On the contrary, friends
and family warned me about the horrible
spirits, vile witches and powerful spells

that Colombians strongly associate
with the Plains. In fact, I went there
looking for such treacherous forms of
“enchantment”. I conducted fieldwork
in the Plains’ oldest colonial settlement,
looking for the witches and spells used
by armed groups in the region. I was
seeking to understand how these spells
served these groups’ domination. To
understand the power of such spells,
I had to peek into the world of magic
which could only be done by plunging
myself into llanero life, deeply connected
with cattle ranching. In doing so, I came
to understand two fundamental things
about magic in the Plains. One, that
magic practices are aimed at controlling
or obtaining the favour of well-defined
spiritual agencies. Thus, it was necessary
to explore the nature of such agencies
and the assortment of relationships that
people establish with them. Second, that
these relationships are based on ideas of
“respect” and “fear”, ideas grounding the
forms of authority embodied by cowboys,
folklorists and armed groups in the
region. Such ideas have changed through
time under the increasing influence of
paramilitary groups and the concomitant
decline of the cattle ranching economy
(and all that it implies in terms of aesthetic
and moral values). In other words, in
looking at magic used by armed groups, I
started to understand magic as a vehicle
for authority. I came to understand how
groups sipped from these rooted forms
of authority while making a decisive
intervention on the values sustaining
them.
I have just arrived from fieldwork and I am
still unpacking llanero “enchantments”
from my bag. I often play llanero music
and drink dark bitter coffee, unfolding the
world of beauty and danger described in
the songs. I think about the devil depicted
in the lyrics, the devil challenged by the
bravest cowboys, defeated by skillful
copla singers in improvisation contests.
I compare it to the devil with whom
renowned paramilitaries made a pact—
that bloodthirsty devil, imposing a rate of
killings on the most feared paramilitaries
that roamed free in Colombia no more
than ten years ago.

and as with all good performance, I had
to believe it myself, to become what I
was pretending to be: brave. This act
of believing-becoming “brave” was a
transformative experience. It enabled
me to understand Jose’s answers to my
insistent questions about the “authentic”
cowboy: “a cowboy does what he has to
do. It is not just about working with cattle,
he does what he is asked to do.” From
this perspective, the cowboy, far from
being the strongest, most powerful man,
is the boldest of workers.
After my first weeks in the hato, I started
paying attention to llanero music and
observing the photos garnishing cafes
and restaurants in the village I was living
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

that comes from “working the llano.” This
beauty is often described in llanero songs,
poems and regional literature as an
“enchantment”, an encounter with llanero
life that suddenly reveals the magnificence
of the Plains’ landscape and the grace
of the cowboys’ bravery. According to
the narratives, the encounter is fatal, the
magic seduction of beauty inescapable,
especially for foreigners arriving to the
Plains. Undoubtedly, I had fallen into the
seduction of this pastoral society.

Left: Dry season in the llano
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‘Living inside,
with a difference’:
The political
culture of Erdoğan
supporters in
Germany

The UETD members’ political forms
and manners cannot only be described
as typically Turkish on the basis of an
ethnographic comparison with customs
in their country of origin. Their activism is
also perceived as foreign by the German
public. A Krefeld-based party member of
the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), for
instance, referred to the migrants’ ‘oriental
mentality’ that he viewed as contradicting
the ‘dry, less emotional’ way of doing
politics in Germany. For the politician,
this discrepancy explained why GermanTurks did not feel welcome in Germany
and why they could easily be convinced
by Erdoğan’s populist speeches: ‘You
cannot change a character. This distance
[between Germans and German-Turks]
is not intended. It just arises from the
different characters and mentalities.’ In his
eyes, political support for Erdoğan was
not only strange and foreign but a quasibiological, unalterable trait of the migrant
community linked to their Turkish origin.

Tabea Becker-Bertau
MSc Social and Cultural
Anthropology 2017
Photo from pinterest

I meet Selim in Krefeld, an industrial town
in the West of Germany. On a warm day
in May 2017, the local mosque is hosting
a spring festival and Selim has come
to meet friends and to enjoy a piece of
cake in the mosque’s sunny yard. Selim
is a man in his twenties working in a
factory. He was born and raised in Krefeld
and loves his hometown. He has many
friends, he is funny and outgoing, he likes
to tell stories. Selim is also interested in
Turkish politics and a fervent supporter of
the Turkish governing party AKP.
This in itself might sound unusual enough
and indeed, in my dissertation, I asked:
Why does a considerable number of
young, German-born children and
grandchildren of Turkish immigrants in
Germany continue to remain attached
to their ancestral country of origin to the
point where they get actively involved
in Turkish politics? I conducted a field
study within the Union of European
Turkish Democrats (UETD), a migrant
lobby association whose members, one
of whom is Selim, organize the AKP’s
election campaigns in Europe and
frequently invite high-ranking Turkish
politicians to their events.
However, what is at least as intriguing as
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the reasons why people like Selim engage
in this long-distance political activism
is the how. Selim and his friends wave
Turkish flags at UETD events, they listen
to patriotic songs and, most importantly,
they venerate the AKP’s leader and
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.
Selim liked to talk about the times he
got to meet the president at rallies both
in Europe and Turkey, not calling him by
his name but referring to him as “Onkel”
(uncle). What struck me most, though,
was the picture he had chosen as his
phone wallpaper. It showed Erdoğan in
the pose of a mafia boss in a black suit
and with dark sunglasses.
Such leader veneration is uncommon in
Germany. As the country still deals with
its past of totalitarianism and Hitler cult,
politicians are, if at all, appreciated as
honorable but boring bureaucrats, never
as personal heroes. How come Selim,
born and raised in Germany, engages in
politics so differently then? Is his political
culture typically Turkish and if so, why
does he embrace it? How do forms of
political activism travel in the context of
migration and to what end?
As a matter of fact, Selim’s enthusiasm
for the Turkish president fits in perfectly

with the modern Turkish tradition of
leader cult. Apart from the official
veneration of Atatürk as the founder of
the secular republic and Islamist parties’
countercultures of idolizing Ottoman
sultans and party leaders, this includes
more private forms of personality cult,
too: In the 1990s, Esra Özyürek (2006:
93–124) observed Turkish citizens buying
T-shirts, mugs and pins depicting Atatürk
in new poses as a bourgeois gentleman
and thus turning the state’s founder
into the beloved leader of the people.
In the same logic, Selim’s untypical
picture of Erdoğan as a cool boss with
sunglasses can be understood as a
personal embracement of the propagated
cult. What is more, Özyürek describes
the privatized veneration of Atatürk as
a response to a new visibility of Islam
in Turkey, for instance in the form of
urban Islamic fashion for veiled women.
The private display of Erdoğan images,
in turn, appears as the next phase
in this competitive game of symbolic
expressions and public visibility between
Muslim Erdoğan supporters and secularist
Atatürk admirers. With their private forms
of leader veneration, German-Turks
thus join Turkish political culture with a
sophisticated visual language that is only
meaningful in the Turkish context.
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It is interesting to examine the interplay of
projections of Turkishness from outside
and modes of self-expression among
migrants. On the one hand, an ethnicized
image of unchangeable, seemingly
innate Turkish political culture appears
as a marker of insurmountable difference
between the German mainstream society
and the Turkish minority that justifies

exclusion. On the other, for migrants
themselves, Turkish forms of political
participation turn into a tool for the selfconfident expression of their minority
identity. It enables German-Turks to live
a life rooted in Germany while at the
same time conforming to and adopting
ascriptions of foreignness.
Homeland political activism among
German-Turks seems to be more about
their positioning themselves as migrants
in Germany than an actual, deep concern
for Turkey. Thus, whenever I asked about
specific reasons as to why Erdoğan
was a good leader and deserved to be
venerated, I got similar answers referring
to new roads and hospitals built under
the AKP administration. These were
ready-made examples provided by the
media. The few more personal evaluations
on Turkish politics UETD members
expressed were completely informed by
life in Germany. For Münevver, a thirtyyear-old accountant, even specific Turkish
policies became only meaningful to her in
a German context: ‘Back when the AKP
wasn’t in power yet, they had a headscarf
ban at universities in Turkey. And that
affected me too, you know? When I
was applying for an apprenticeship I
was rejected many times because of
my headscarf. But when I complained
they would just reply: “Look at your own

country. You’re not allowed to don the
veil there either.”’ While UETD members
engaged in symbolic expressions of
Turkishness, such as the Erdoğan cult,
their life was rooted in Germany. They
intended to live, work and build their
future there.
German-Turkish support for Erdoğan is
not firstly about an actual involvement
in homeland politics but about life as
migrants, with its practical rootedness
in Germany, on the one hand, and its
ascriptions and feelings of difference,
on the other. UETD members choose to
maintain this Turkish political culture with
its ‘identifications outside [Germany’s]
national time/space in order to live inside,
with a difference’ (Clifford 1999: 251).
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Below: Erdoğan supporters in Germany. The sign reads: ‘Erdoğan is a hero of democracy’ / picture alliance
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Display of kites and banners made by artists
and volunteers at the World Gallery.
© Dalia Iskander

Horniman Museum, World Gallery. © Horniman Museum and Gardens

Should we continue to ‘bring the
world’ to London through museum
objects?

Nigerian fashion designer, and Ed Hall,
an artist from South London who made
his Trade Union-inspired banner with
assistance from Horniman volunteers.
Intended to explore how people all over
the world come together in different
ways to celebrate, play or protest, they
hang above a display that explains
how the museum’s founder, Frederick
Horniman, opened up his home—Surrey
House—between 1890 and 1898 with
the explicit aim of ‘bringing the world’ to
London. The well-travelled tea trader and
philanthropist wanted to narrow the gap
between ‘us’ and ‘them’ by displaying his
private collection of artefacts and natural
specimens from all over the world to
the public. Interestingly, the Horniman—
which opened in 1901 to replace Surrey
House—is the only museum in London
that continues to keep ‘nature’ (through
its aquarium, butterfly house and natural
history collection) and ‘culture’ (through its
vast array of anthropological artefacts and
musical instruments) together under one

Dalia Iskander
Teaching Fellow in Medical Anthropology
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kites and banners suspended from the
museum ceiling. These pieces have been
made for or donated to the exhibition

by contributors such as Ahmadzia
Bakhtyari, a London-based Afghan
kite-maker, Alafuro Sikoki-Coleman, a
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

In this sense, the World Gallery continues
to fulfil the aim of the museum’s founder
as visitors are able to interact with objects
from the five inhabited continents of the
world. They serve to illustrate how people
form connections to objects, past and
present ways of life, social encounters

(from trade and travel to war and pillage),
and contemporary relationships of
curation and anthropology that have led to
objects being displayed here. Visitors are
encouraged to engage all their senses as
they interact with exhibits. For example,
they can touch intricate metalwork made
by the Tuareg living in the Sahara, smell
aromatic herbs used by Bhutanese ritual
healers and listen to First Nations’ oral
narratives from the Pacific Northwest
Coast. As such, the permanent gallery is
both an informative and engaging space
that certainly encourages reflection and
dialogue regarding our cultural difference
but more importantly, our collective
heritage.
Significantly, this gallery tries to move
in line with calls for a museology that
takes a more inclusive, participatory and
politically-engaged approach to the ways
in which objects are both acquired and
contextualised. This is in an attempt to

On the 29th June 2018, the Horniman Museum and Gardens opened its World Gallery to the
public. Its aim is to explore what it means to be human in different times and places through
a display of over 3,000 objects including those curated with the help of UCL anthropologists
Jerome Lewis and Dalia Iskander. The new exhibition continues to speak to founder Frederick
Horniman’s aim of ‘bringing the world’ to the district of Forest Hill where the museum is located.
However, it also provokes questions regarding the place that museums do and should have in this
endeavour, the way in which objects are acquired and displayed, and the role museums have in
shaping the political encounters that underlie such exhibitions.
As you enter the upper walkway of the
World Gallery, you would be hard pressed
to miss the huge display of colourful

roof in pursuit of this endeavour.

More kites and banners made by artists and
volunteers. © Dalia Iskander
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unveil and potentially even start to overturn
many of the underlying contentious
political realities and power differentials
that underscore museum collections.
Much criticism was and continues to be
levelled at European museums in particular
whose collections are largely built of
huge swathes of looted and pillaged
artefacts from Africa, Asia, Oceania and
the Americas during periods of Empire
building, colonialism and war. Their display,
often lacking any contextual information
regarding the relationships around objects
and the circumstances surrounding their
acquisition, is said to legitimise injustices
in the past and continue the legacy of
domination of numerous indigenous
peoples in the present. This is only
exacerbated by the failure of European
museums to repatriate the majority of
artefacts from their collections back to
their countries of origin. This is despite
numerous appeals for restitution and
scores of scantily filled museums in
many parts of the world, which leave
communities little opportunity to ‘bring the

world’ to their own people. In an attempt
to address this to some extent in the
World Gallery, labelling of existing artefacts
from the collection sometimes explicitly
acknowledge instances where objects
have been acquired through looting or war
and point out ways in which the museum
is working with communities to (at the
very least) loan items back to the people
that produced them (for example those
from Benin in the Encounters section).
For some, this will be welcome but rather
insufficient to undo the injustices of the
past.
However, in the way new objects were
collected for the collection, the Horniman
has made a concerted effort to engage
more directly with communities, both
in terms of the selection or creation
of objects for display as well as in the
construction of the narratives that
accompany them. For example, a
Collecting Initiative was launched with
the UK Royal Anthropological Institute,
awarding Anthropology PhD students

and Postdoctoral Fellows small grants to
collect and research objects for the gallery
collaboratively with the communities that
they engaged with in their fieldwork.
As a recipient of one of their awards in
2012–3, I worked in partnership with
members of the indigenous Pälawan
community in the Philippines, with whom
I conducted my doctoral fieldwork, to
provide artefacts for the Perspectives
section. Owing to my focus on health,
I worked with a number of Pälawan
balayan (healers) for whom material culture
plays a central role. Balayan were very
keen to donate objects to the museum
because they saw this as a way of raising
international awareness regarding their
indigenous practices and ways of life
which they feel are under threat from
numerous pressures ranging from mining
and economic development to climate
change and environmental degradation.
As one balayan put it, “this allows us to
also use you. The more people in your
country know about us, the more they

Display of artefacts used in Pälawan healing practices donated to the World Gallery by Bernas Licos and Sario Langi. These include a
tinkop (basket) that Bernas used to carry his medicines, handed down to him from his father. A diagnostic stick (tari-tari) doll (kundu), pom
poms (silad) and amulets (pananga) are also displayed which Sario uses in his healing practices. Images © Dalia Iskander.
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will understand why we want to preserve
our ways of life.” I provided two balayan
who were keen to donate objects to the
museum—Bernas Licos and Sario Langi—
digital cameras so that they could visually
document their practices and the objects
that they used in real-time. The pictures
they took formed the basis for discussion
regarding which objects the two men felt
best reflected and conveyed their work
and decisions about what that they would
like to donate to the museum. In total,
seven artefacts were admitted into the
collection (see image below) as well as a
set of accompanying photographs taken
by Bernas and Sario illustrating how these
objects are used in their everyday practice.
For Bernas and Sario, the World Gallery
offered a space in which they could
actively play a more inclusive part in the
way they are represented to outsiders. In
this way, they switched the ethnographic
gaze to some extent by using the
opportunity of our encounter in ways
that also helped them with their own

agendas. Similarly, through his long-term
engagement with the Mbendjele people of
the western Congo Basin, Jerome Lewis
provided some of the everyday objects
he collected in the field in the Encounters
section of the gallery. Here, the focus is on
the minimalism of material culture and how
this relates to egalitarianism. In contrast to
the households of the many parents and
children that are the regular visitors to the
museum, an entire Mbendjele household
can be quickly packed into a single basket
(bottom left of the case) carried by women
as they move between forest camps.
Men carry the children and their hunting
weapons. A short film display shows
people moving to a new part of the forest
and building a camp. Another describes
some of their efforts to secure recognition
for their land rights.
In bringing us face-to-face with the worlds
of ourselves and others, the World Gallery
does more than simply put forward objects
for us to admire in a way that uncritically
legitimises and perpetuates British

colonisation, power and control, past and
present. Rather, the gallery also highlights
the role that museums are increasingly
playing in bringing to light some of the
problematic relationships that underscore
encounters between people—even those
that are deeply uncomfortable, destructive
and exploitative. There is certainly
much more that museums including the
Horniman can and should do to overturn
political injustices. However, by involving
communities in the way artefacts are
curated and displayed, museums can, and
should, in my opinion, continue to play an
important role in post-colonial contexts.
Museums (much like anthropologists)
are vehicles which can be (and are)
appropriated by indigenous people who
use them to tell their own stories, govern
their own representation and further their
own causes.

Mbendjele case showing women’s basket, skirts, sleeping mat and cooking utensils. A men’s handbag for keeping his fire-making kit,
smoking paraphernalia and magical charms, as well as an axe, knife, cross-bow and spears are also exhibited. The barbed pig-hunting spear
is on direct path to strike the rather sweet young red-river hog – one of the Mbendjele’s favourite foods. Images © Jerome Lewis.
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Safari, Heartbreak and the Ghosts
of Tigers Past
Adam Runacres
PhD Anthropology

Panna Tiger Reserve from Dhundhuwa Vulture Point

Waking while it’s still dark, as the jungle
stirs early in the morning. Entering the
park, as the light peaks over the plateau.
The cold air is sharp, biting, blowing past
us as our eyes strain to adjust to the
low light. Grasses part to reveal roads
through the jungle, paths down to the
river and forests of kardai, bamboo and
kher. We are searching for a tiger. Every
safari starts off with such an expectation.
“What do you want to see?”, the guides
ask. “A tiger”. It is not a guarantee.
People spend weeks searching without
getting a glimpse. While the forest should
be appreciated for all of its beauty and
biodiversity, it is the tiger that draws
tourists and so it is the tiger that guides
must find.
Tigers are usually tracked using
pugmarks, droppings and signals from
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other animals. The jungle is our guide’s
guide. He listens for an alarm call that
gives away a cat’s location. He scans the
road to reveal where the animals move.
While doing research here in Panna, I
have been able to make friends with
the guides who go into the park with
tourists. They are talented individuals
and dedicated to their job. Each has their
own way of approaching the jungle, their
own predictions, their own guesses as to
where the tigers are.
Here many tigers are radio collared
and tracked by teams around the
clock. T1 was the first tiger brought to
Panna in March 2009 at the start of
a reintroduction project following the
local extinction of the population. She
successfully gave birth to her first litter on
April 16, 2010 and now lives in the heart

of the Madla range, around some of the
most productive areas for prey and water.
She has had five litters and currently has
two large cubs with her, learning to fend
for themselves: P151 and P152. She is
tracked by the T1 team and is known as
the Queen of Panna, truly the tourist tiger.

the bush, or the guide will lead them to
another big cat or even an uncollared
tiger. So much writing in the social
sciences about human-animal relations
has revealed that the relationships
between humans and animals involve
multiple relationships between different
groups of humans as well. It fits well here
that the search for tigers in Panna leads
often to the search for people first.
This all serves to build a mental picture of
the elusive tiger, followed day and night,
spotted sometimes. The guide will talk
about tiger behaviour, its territory and
how it was translocated to Panna. He will
say how seeing a tiger depends on luck,
and that there are many other animals
too. While watching deer, antelope, wild
boar, birds or crocodiles, one perhaps
forgets about the tiger for a second. All it
takes is a faint distant noise and the guide
says, “Alarm call. Everyone sit down.
Let’s go.” The driver speeds towards it,
hoping to catch a glimpse of orange and
black stripes or black and yellow spots
moving along the road or in the grasses
on either side. As one approaches the
call, it becomes louder and faster and
so does one’s heartbeat. Fingers grasp
a camera or pair of binoculars, eyes
straining not to blink in case it all happens
quickly, scanning the jungle for anything
at all. Sometimes the cat is only metres
away and yet because on the road, there
is no sighting. Deadly silent and listening
to calls, one daren’t move too quickly or
breathe too loudly, as somehow a single
cough will drive away an animal that
hasn’t moved from the sound of a jeep
approaching at full speed.

Another commonly seen tigress is P141,
the first cub of T1’s fourth litter, who
resides around the site of the former
village Pipartola, south of T1’s range.
Another is her sister P142 who lives up on
the Hinota plateau. These tigresses are all
tracked 24 hours seven days a week by
teams on twelve hour shifts. Due to the
trackers, the search for tigers inevitably
becomes the search for trackers. Jeeps
try to find the tracking vehicles first thing
to coax information out of them. If guests
are lucky, the tiger will appear out of
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Throughout the drive, guides talk about
previous sightings. “Here I had an
amazing sighting!” Or “The other day, a
leopard just walked out in this road at 9
in the morning”. Ghosts of sightings past
haunt you throughout safaris, stories
of cats that paint an image of a jungle
where sightings are common. In reality
of course, sightings in most cases are
something exceptional. There are no
guarantees, despite the tracking teams.
As one visits the same park repeatedly,
sites of previous sightings draw one’s
attention. One concentrates on the same
spot, as if by sheer will and luck, lightning
strikes the same place twice. Thus, one is
stalked by tigers and leopards on safari,
the memories of which become more and
more vivid. The guides embellish stories
and hurry the driver on to the site of a kill
from last week, and if by chance another
car has a sighting, even if the tiger is long
gone, one races there just in case the
animal has turned and sat back down,
waiting for more people to arrive.
Safari can be emotionally exhausting, with
expectation, excitement, disappointment
and heartbreak. I am always amazed at
how the guides manage to do it day after
day. They are spurred on by the hope
and possibility that they will be able to
show their guests the kings and queens
of Panna, helping outsiders to love the
jungle as much as they do. Writers on
conservation and members of the public
are often cynical about tiger tourism and
its sometimes zoo-like atmosphere. The
focus of many accusations are the guides,
gatekeepers to the jungle. While safari can
never be a non-intrusive activity, that does
not mean there isn’t a deep emotional

bond between the guides and the jungle,
a sense of duty to protect and preserve
it. Those showing the world India’s tigers
are set on keeping the cats around, tightly
knit around a set of unique experiences
they try to share. Together they feel
the highs and lows, are haunted by the
ghosts of sightings past, determined
to find the trackers and the tigers, and
together they feel the loss of wildlife as
strongly as anyone.

This piece is dedicated to P521, a tigress
who died after becoming entrapped by a
snare meant for a wild boar in December.
It is also dedicated to Shri Uttam Singh,
a guide in Panna Tiger Reserve who
passed away suddenly in his sleep from
a heart attack one day after Christmas.
Both losses are felt deeply by the guiding
community and all those that knew them.
We must recognise that these groups of
people who engage so strongly with the
forest and who are at the same time local
may be the best defence we have against
tragedies like this striking again.

Top right: Young leopard at Panna Gorge
Left: Photograph by Abhinav Pandey, owner of
Camp Panna
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In her own work, Valerie Olson explored
the political agency and dual identity of
Near Earth Objects (asteroids, meteors,
comets etc.), specifically the asteroid
99942Apophis, named serendipitously
after an evil alien on the science fiction
television show, Stargate SG-1, who
crosses spatial boundaries through a
time-gate to destroy and enslave.

Rachael the replicant, as she is participating in the Voight-Kampff test.
Credits: “Rachael” By Daniel Murray (Fan Art from Blade Runner). Via deviantart

To Infinity: Cosmic Anthropology
and Science Fiction in Ethnography
Savannah Mandel
MSc Social and Cultural Anthropology
“The sun is always just about to rise. Mercury rotates so slowly that you can walk fast enough
over its rocky surface to stay ahead of the dawn; and so many people do. Many have made this
a way of life. They walk roughly westward, staying always ahead of the stupendous day. Some of
them hurry from location to location… but most of them are out there to catch a glimpse of the
sun.”
Kim Stanley Robinson, 1995, 2312 Prelude
Consider for a moment, Kim Stanley
Robinson’s nomadic sun-walkers. These
Mercurian heliophiles worship the sun,
not out of need but out of desire. They
go in pairs, taking turns to walk without
stopping, marching indefinitely westward,
while their partner sleeps on a sled. They
are extraterrestrial homo sapiens, 300
years removed from their ancestral home,
Planet Earth. They are entirely fictional,
and yet I find them entirely relatable.
Their erratic, emotional, behaviors are
undeniably human. But, what value does
this relation have, when it is outside the
context of entertainment? Is reflection on
science-fiction literature and film relevant
to anthropology? If so, how can we use
it to re-structure and re-contextualize
ethnography?
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As I begin my fieldwork with Spaceport
America and my research into the
anthropology of human space
exploration, I’ve decided these questions
deserve an answer. It is not a matter
of ‘can we use science-fiction as an
anthropological lens’ but ‘how can we
not?’ Although fictitious, science-fiction
provides some of the best source material
for field-sites we, as anthropologists
and humans, may never see in real life.
Cosmic anthropologists are researching
extraterrestrial interactions, such as
the future of Martian habitation and
asteroid mining that involve high levels of
speculation and imagination. With this in
mind, it only makes sense to complete
future research through an equally
speculative and imaginative lens.

Previous cosmic anthropologists have
also suggested the restructuring of
anthropology in light of the complexities
that human interactions with the cosmos
involve. In the 2015 issue of Cultural
Anthropology, three premier cosmic
anthropologists described the ways
in which impending and increasing
extraterrestrial exploration necessitates
new anthropological questions, new
kinds of being, new natures (Battaglia,
Olson, Valentine 2015: 246). They had
earlier stressed how, “…(the) figure of the
extreme shapes an analytic of limits and
ever-opening horizons—epistemological
and physical—provoke(ing?) new
understandings of humanness,
environment, temporality, and of interspecies life as we think about it, here on
Earth” (Battaglia, Olson, Valentine 2012).
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In the same way that Olson, Battaglia, and
Valentine argue for new anthropological
questions, Stefan Helmreich pointed out
a need for new terminologies. He coins
the term, “extraterrestrial relativism”
but not before referencing Peter Watts
1999 science-fiction novel Starfish which
concerns a group of humans who have
been physiologically engineered to live on
the seafloor, near undersea volcanoes.
Through research with astrobiologists,
he develops the idea that this genre
of relativism can be brought into new
relation with other relativisms in the field of
anthropology.
Just as Olson, Helmreich, Battaglia,
and Valentine were prompted to reconceptualize ethnography in cosmic
context, I am also prompted to alter
technique and methodology to fit new
considerations of scale, environment,
and ultimately what it means to be a
human Earthling. I argue for a radical
new form of ethnographic methodology
that I intend to implement throughout
my own fieldwork. This methodology
purposefully incorporates science-fiction
elements, with the expectation that it will
evoke deeper, transcendent, opinions,
beliefs and cosmologies from participants
who are involved in a field (whether
astrophysics, engineering, etc.) that

requires a high amount of imagination.
Inspired by Blade Runner’s VoightKampff test and certain science-fiction
role player games (RPGs), this method
(which I’m calling the Savannah Nova
Test) uses an evolving form of interviewing
which immerses the participant into an
open-ended experience that assimilates
typical interview intentions. Through
a combination of science-fiction and
science-real, I hope to elicit honest
interactions with virtual interstellar
environments.
Just as in the Voight-Kampff test, which
sought to differentiate human and robot,
questions in this interview process
would be asked independently of each
other, a safety measure against the
accidental manipulation of responses
(which could potentially occur if one was
following a plot). For instance, instead
of hypothetically asking, “How do you
imagine funerary practices changing on
Mars?” this method would ask, “A new
shipment of settlement members have
arrived. They had a rough landing and one
of the crew members didn’t make it. How
is the body of the deceased cared for?”
I don’t see this methodology as a
replacement for classic anthropological
method. In fact, I find myself drawing
upon it more and more as I delve into
the relationship between science-fiction
and anthropology. Take for instance
Foucault’s ideas on the panopticon. His
discussion on omnipresence, power, and
the ever-watchful eye is just as applicable
if one were researching the presence of
technology on the International Space
Station wherehumans are watched,

The only portrait ever accepted into the
National Portrait Gallery that features a nonhuman. In this case, Erica the Robot.
Credits: “One of Them Is a Human #1” by Maija
Tammi, part of a wider series by Ms Tammi
featuring androids. Via National Portrait Gallery

surrounded by a technologically
oppressive environment. This is just one
example. Another good example is HAL
the computer on board the space-ship
in Kubrick’s 2001: Space Odyssey who
oppressively watches Bowman, the
astronaut.
This methodology may seem complex
or even whimsical, but as cosmic
anthropologists have emphasized before
me, times are changing. Extreme no
longer means untouchable; the horizon
of the extreme is reachable. Limits,
horizons, boundaries, environments are
dynamic, growing, and meetable. I argue
that as anthropologists, it is our duty to
adapt with them. Test the limits. Ask new
questions. Develop new methods. And
walk one step ahead of the Mercurian
sunrise.
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Easter 2018, touring the
wine region of Georgia

An Interview with
Paul Carter-Bowman
Research Grants & Finance Officer
September 2015, Wine tasting in Romania

How did you come to work in UCL
Anthropology?
I was fortunate to graduate from my law
degree in 2007, a year before the financial
crash, when graduate jobs were relatively
plentiful, though I had no interest in a
profession in law. After a brief stint selling
Christmas decorations in Harrods, I got
a job as Research Grants Assistant at
the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College
London. It was really just one of a very
broad range of jobs I was applying to,
and I had only intended to do the job to
pay my way through my Masters. But
the big things in life happen often by
accident, and so 11 years later, Research
Grants Finance is the only thing I’m really
qualified to do!

PhD in UCL Laws, but packed it in early
on, feeling I’d reached the limits of my
academic abilities.
How have you found your time in the
department?
I’ve loved it. For the initial couple of years

the job was very engaging, and I’ve
been fortunate to work with some very
fundable academics, and have thus had a
small input into a number of successfully
awarded large research grants—I’d guess
around £12 million in my seven years. But
it’s not just finance. In such a small admin
team, we each have to work outside of
Below: New Year’s Day 2015, Mount Vlasic in Bosnia

Following two years at King’s, I moved to
Central Finance at UCL and did a further
two years, then a six month maternity
cover as Senior Finance Officer in UCL
Biosciences, and then landed the job
here as Research Grants & Finance
Officer in January 2012. In the meantime
I completed a Masters in Criminal Law
& Criminal Justice, and commenced my
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our job descriptions, and there’s been a
lot of flexibility to work on things we’re
interested in or good at. I’ve developed a
taste for organising events and receptions,
and have had heavy involvement in
Michael Stewart’s documentary film
festival. But what’s kept me here is that I
get to work with a large community of the
most wonderful people, many of whom
feel like family members to me. At the
centre is the admin office where I’m based,
where I’ve had the pleasure to work with
fun and dedicated administrators. I’ve
also worked very closely with most of the
permanent academics, and at UCL that
means working with some of the best
minds in the world. And finally we have the
students. We have the shiny undergrads
who have the chance to change the world
for the better, and the PhD students, many
of who are now close friends of mine,
dedicating four years of their lives to their
ideas. It’s been inspiring working with such
passionate people, and it’s given me great
pride to work for the department.
Given the chance to go back and
choose again, I’d perhaps have studied
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Anthropology. I think it’s better to choose
a first degree that you’re going to enjoy
studying—though admittedly I didn’t know
what Anthropology was until I started
working here.
What’s next for you?
I’ll be leaving this position in December
2018, following seven very enjoyable
years—indeed, some of the best years of
my life. I’m already regretting my decision
to leave this perfect place. But I’m now 36,
and have dreams to pursue.
In 2011 I visited Bosnia & Herzegovina
for the first time, and fell in love with the
country. I’ve since visited a further eight
times, and in 2013 decided I wanted to
move there, and have been saving towards
this ever since. However, with the advent
of Brexit, and faced with losing my EU
Citizenship, I’ve decided instead to move
to Croatia, and need to be resident there
before the end of March 2019. I plan to live
in Split, but still spend up to half the year
in Sarajevo. I’ve saved enough to be able
to live out there for up to 5 years before I

need to be earning a living.
And on that score, my plan is to get
involved in wine tourism. I’m giving myself
three long summers to travel to all the
worthwhile vineyards in Croatia and
Bosnia & Herzegovina, compiling detailed
information (access for tastings, grape
varieties, prices, accommodation, food
offered, tasting notes, etc) and taking
lots of photos and video (drone footage,
interviews, etc), and then over the winters
putting together a website which I hope
to be the go-to place for Croatian and
Bosnian wine tourism. I’d also like to host
wine tastings and run wine tours myself,
and in the long term would like to open a
wine bar.
It could all go horrendously wrong. But you
have to try.
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In 2016, whilst our PhD cohort were in the
middle of fieldwork across five continents,
a few of us responded to a funding call by
UCL ChangeMakers to support innovative
student-led pedagogic projects. Our
attempts at cohort-building, fieldwork
preparation, support and solidarity over
the past two years would be channelled
into a more ambitious and institutional
project to plug some of the gaps we had
experienced in the departmental PhD
curriculum.

Working out the Field(work): The
UCL ChangeMakers Fieldwork
Curriculum Project
Rosalie Allain, Tess Altman, Pauline Destrée
PhD Anthropology
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Using the life-cycle of the PhD
programme as its organising principle, our
project sought to pilot a new fieldwork
curriculum with two aims. Firstly, we
wanted to promote and strengthen the
anthropology PhD cohort as a key tool
for addressing challenges specific to
the anthropological research process,
such as the disembedding effects of
long-term ethnographic fieldwork. This
was inspired by Allen Abramson and
Susanne Kuechler who, in the first weeks
of ‘Boot Camp’, explicitly encouraged
us to form strong bonds to render the
PhD a less isolating experience, ensuring
that we had desks in the same office.
The seemingly mundane materiality
of this act helped us transcend the
atomistic tendencies of previous cohorts.
Secondly, we wanted to encourage the
development of a formally recognised
support framework that would facilitate
the transitional periods into fieldwork
and the writing up stage. A central aim
behind this was to institutionally embed
preparation for issues inherent to longterm, immersive anthropological fieldwork,
yet currently falling beyond the traditional
understanding and practice of research
training: notably mental health and
wellbeing, gender, race and positionality,
and risk and safety.
This project hinged around a PostFieldwork Reintegration and Writing
Retreat held over five days in May 2017
in a cottage in Wales, and a Fieldwork
Preparation Workshop in January of this
year. This workshop was based around
post-field student presentations on the
practicalities and challenges of fieldwork
followed by insightful and engaging
contributions by staff (Caroline Garaway,
Allen Abramson and Alex Pillen) and
invited speakers (Amy Pollard, Mental
Health Collective, and author of article
“Field of Screams”; and Chris Williams,
Anthropolitan Summer 2018

Oxford Safety and Risk Officer for the
Social Sciences).
Our purpose was to break the taboos
and mystification surrounding fieldwork
in order to give pre-field students an
idea of the issues that can arise in the
field as well as concrete tips and advice.
What followed were open, honest and
passionate discussions on the role and
limits of fieldwork preparation within our
department and in anthropology more
broadly, and on potentially actionable
changes to the PhD curriculum.
These ideas, which we collated into a
Recommendations Report , included
(a) increasing the taught components
of the PhD programme; (b) centralising
resources on fieldwork training; (c)
employing a dedicated risk and safety
officer; (d) introducing training in selfdefence, gender and sexual harassment;
and (e) language learning. The response
and support from the department has
been encouraging. Plans are ongoing for
instating the Fieldwork Workshop and
Post-field Retreat as yearly fixtures. In
proposing a “book-end” model to the
fieldwork curriculum—pre- and postfieldwork support and training—our aim
is not to sanitise fieldwork, but to render
it safer and more productive, ultimately
ensuring a higher quality of scholarship
and educational experience.
In more theoretical terms, it is fair to say
that anthropological fieldwork is often
represented as a necessary, muchmythologised disciplinary rite of initiation.
Yet, from our vantage point almost half
way through our PhD programmes, this
focus on fieldwork seemed to obscure
two crucial periods we were betwixt and
between: pre-fieldwork preparation and
post-fieldwork re-integration. We felt that
these two key transition phases were to
an extent overlooked in the department
and the discipline more broadly. Due
to the largely personal and experiential
nature of mental health and wellbeing,
gender and positionality, safety and risk
on the one hand, and disembeddedness
and reverse culture shock on the other,
these elements fall between the gaps
of research training. It is as if the deeply
personal and individual ethos of fieldwork
bled into its before and after so that preand post-field transitions were relegated
to the realm of individual responsibility.
This is a particularly troubling aspect of

fieldwork in the contemporary context
of the marketisation of higher education
within which the intellectually radical
methodology of ethnographic fieldwork
runs the risk of being sustained through
an instrumentalised self-sufficiency and
solitary individualisation.
However irreplaceable are the selfcare and solidarity that can organically
emerge within and across PhD cohorts,
friendship should not be co-opted into a
form of affective, unpaid labour and made
to substitute for adequate institutional
training and support. Underlying these
discussions, of course, is the issue of
resources and the changing landscape
of academia which is perhaps more
hostile to anthropological practice than
other disciplines. In this environment,
we face the question of: how to sustain
long-term anthropological fieldwork and
how to adequately prepare our students
for, and protect them in, the field, whilst
supporting them upon their return.
Allen Abramson, Director of Graduate
Studies responds
In the period when fieldwork became
pivotal to the anthropological project,
knowledge was generated as positive
understanding and there was a tacit
assumption that, despite the many
uncontrollable aspects of fieldwork, the
project was somehow controllable and
the anthropologist would more than
get by. This implied that, in spite of its
challenging ‘otherness’, the field was a
submissive reality that would generically
yield to anthropological steadfastness
and ‘craft’. Risks (to the health of the
anthropologist and the direction of
the project) were assumed but played
down, and training for fieldwork was
perfunctory. Nowadays though, fieldwork
and anthropology more generally unfold
differently with important methodological
consequences. ‘The field’ is thought of
as being relatively intractable to positivist
modes of anthropological understanding
and ethnographic knowledge is subject to
reflexive qualification and displacement. I
take it that it is in this particular epistemic
context that existential anxieties about
fieldwork—about not being adequately
prepared for the risks and intransigence
of the field—surface as key problems for
both cohorts and individuals.
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The Backstage of Wildlife
Conservation in the Okavango Delta:

Who is paying the price of wilderness?
Leslie Forsyth
MSc Anthropology, Environment, and Development 2016
The dusty and lonesome trail takes us to
the cattle posts where we encounter a
group, of men and women, discussing a
recent attack: a lion had just killed an old
man’s cow. The debate concerns who
should be held responsible of the attack,
the old man or the lion’s protectors.

The last three years’ efforts by an
extremely dedicated cohort have
indicated that preparing for fieldwork
means more than developing a coherent
and ethically acceptable project,
rehearsing techniques and methods, and
preparing for upgrade (i.e. more than the
controllable prerequisites of the project).
It also means preparing a new generation
of fieldworkers for the uncontrollable
and unpredictable features of fieldwork:
indeed, in theoretical terms, preparing
the cohort practically and mentally for
the countervailing otherness of the
field. If we accept the necessity of this
level of preparedness (and I do), then
the question is, how do we train for the
uncontrollable, the unpredictable and the
unwelcome?
It was while thinking up an initial answer
to this question during the very successful
Fieldwork Workshop that I suggested
we might compare going to the field to
climbing a mountain. It has to be said
that this analogy went down like a lead
balloon, and did so perhaps because it
sounded as if I was advocating a macho
attitude (“Come on guys, let’s ‘man-up’
to the fieldwork thing and just get on
with it”). But it wasn’t the heroic and
stoic figure of the mountaineer which I
had in mind. Rather, it was the humbling
image of the mountain as an entity that,
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formerly approached as a venerable
object of ‘conquest’ (like the royal stag or
the positivist manifestation of ‘the field’),
is now understood by the mountaineer
to be beyond conquest and control.
To climb the mountain effectively is not
to assume the mountain’s compliance
and subjugation but rather to read the
mountain properly: to see the means of
progress (up and down) which it offers
and, especially, to read its avoidable
dangers. The crucial thing is to know
as far as possible how to by-pass
threatening passages and likely impasses
and to so establish satisfying relations
with the mountain.
I do think that, in general terms, the same
protocol applies to ethnographic fieldwork
in a post-positivist era. We can train and
prepare for the uncontrollable factors of
fieldwork by learning martial arts, and by
attending to the other likely vicissitudes of
our well-being in the field. However, in a
sense, I think that these are personalised
preparations whose importance will
individually vary and which have to be
attended to by individuals. Where we
should firm up training in our cohorts
is in deepening collective awareness of
the existence of uncontrollable factors in
fieldwork and emphasising that, though
these uncontrollables can’t be fully
known, something of their nature can

always be indirectly ascertained.
My own sense is that, instead of formulae
distilled into ‘lessons’, this awareness
should come from deep immersion within
particulars: from absorbing the lessons
of as many ethnographic narratives as
possible, most obviously from previous
recent fieldworkers to the same or
similar regions. This signals the need to
network throughout the preparation of
a project (as tirelessly stressed in Boot
Camp!). During fieldwork and before that,
local collaborators (gatekeepers; local
universities; informants) also have to be
incorporated. From these sources come
the stock of knowledge needed to read
the field for signs of where to be and,
more importantly, where not to be.

In Shorobe, in northern Botswana, as
in many villages around Africa, humanwildlife interaction frequently leads to
conflict, since local people claim wildlife
attacks affect them, their crops and their
cattle. As a local alleges,
“Before, we went far looking for animals to
hunt, now animals are hunting us and our
animals.”
While humans and wildlife have always
coexisted, political, social and economic
interests have modified the way they
interact, as well as the responsibilities
underlying these interactions. This has
led to a conflict and debate between the

Botswana government, conservation
organisations and local people as sensible
topics arise due to dispute between the
use of resources and human-animal
rights. A question mark hangs over this
conflict:
Is this a rights crusade or a clash of
economic interests?
Locals allege their rights are based
on their history as inhabitants of the
Okavango Delta (OD), since they have
practiced their productive activities long
before conservation organisations came
along and the government started to
take an interest in wildlife. Archaeological
remains of wild and domestic animals
found in this territory evidence that
pastoral activities were carried out since
the Iron Age.
Cattle production underpins livelihoods in
communities surrounding the OD, such
as Shorobe, representing an important

source of identity and wealth. Although
husbandry and herding are not intensive,
cattle-owners use caretakers for the
release of animals in the morning and
their return in the afternoon. Mobility is
essential for cattle-owners as it allows
them to cope with the variability of water
sources as well as the quality of pastures.
For this reason, grazing land in Shorobe is
shared among the villagers. Less land for
grazing means overcrowding of livestock
in pastures, which makes households
vulnerable to climate changes, as their
natural resource dependency is high.
On the other hand, wildlife has always
benefitted from free access to land
resources that go beyond the limits
of national parks and reserves such
as Moremi Game Reserve on the OD,
generating tension with the neighbouring
local people. Hunting and local defence
has always been used for cattle and land
protection.

Finally, I’d say that the best training will
be from cohort to cohort—rather than
from staff to cohorts—and that the role of
all of us is to make the relation between
past and present cohorts central to the
preparation of each new generation of
ethnographers.

Care-taker with guard dogs next to a krall
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Cattle ready for grazing
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Nowadays, different actors such as
tourism companies and conservation
organisations, who share a common
interest in the protection of wildlife, have
revalorized wildlife. This is allowed and
promoted by the government through
State laws. All of these actors benefit
from the economic flow that tourism
and conservation bring to the country.
In the last two decades, international
tourism marketing has promoted the OD
as a wilderness destination and one of
the main tourist destinations for wildlife
in Africa. It is estimated that 100,000
tourists per year visit this delta; this
has boosted the economy at local and
national levels, as it contributes to 8.5%
of the country’s GDP.
This strong economic flow encourages
tourism companies, conservation
organisations and the government to
create a pristine environment yearned
for by foreigners, exploiting the symbolic
imaginary of a wild, natural and pristine
Africa. Restrictions based on the
promotion of western ideals of how
landscape in the OD should be establish
new forms of conservation as well as
interactions between humans and wildlife.
This causes not only a rise in the amount
of predators but limitations to defence
actions, increasing the sense of threat
and frustration among local people.
Furthermore, creating a pristine
environment requires the relocation of
people who, from some perspective,
“contaminate” the scene with their
actions. In a communal meeting held
in Shorobe during 2014, government
personnel announced their plans to
relocate cattle-posts located in the west
of Shorobe towards the east, generating
disagreements among local people. As a
local cattle owner argued,
“They don’t care for us because tourists
don’t come to see people, they come to
see animals.”
Relocation could mean more crowding
of people and livestock, which would
imply livestock and wildlife being in
closer proximity as well as less space
for cattle grazing. The overcrowding of
predators near their cattle-posts creates
a sense of threat and frustration, which
generates ambivalent feelings towards
wildlife from local people. Limitations in
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land have already been made through the
establishment of veterinary fences in the
OD, which has caused fragmentation of
territory affecting communities and wildlife
in various ways, as shared territories
have been divided by the fence, as well
as access to resources, such as water,
wildlife, and grazing land among others.
A statement from one farmer echoes this
feeling,
“Predators should be relocated inside the
fence, not farmers.”
In addition, wildlife has the advantage
of yielding profit without being used in a
material sense, through different ventures
such as photographic tourism, safaris and
conservation. Therefore, wildlife becomes
a pretext for the imposition of ideals
regarding forms of ownership, landscape
and production.
The main risk surrounding human-wildlife
conflict goes deeper than the solutions
offered by conservation organisations
or the Botswana government such
as compensation programmes: the
underlying prioritisation of wildlife over
local people and their livelihoods causes
conflict and resentment. Local people link
wildlife to economic losses, on one hand,
because of predation of livestock and
crop-raiding, and, on the other, because
the economic benefits of wildlife through
tourism are not significant to them.
Scenarios such as the one in Shorobe are
common in the surroundings of wildlife
reserves. Nonetheless, economic, cultural
and social differences impose limitations
on feasible solutions and generate
negative feelings towards wildlife and
conservation, as the old man concluded,
“If wildlife kills anyone, nothing will
happen; if we kill wildlife, we go to jail.”
Human-wildlife conflict also ends up
being human-human conflict between
different groups of people each seeking
to have their interests towards wildlife
prevail.

Left: Elephant at Moremi Game Reserve
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